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SUGGESTION OF SSC EXAMINATION 2022
ENGLISH FIRST PAPER
SEEN PASSAGE:
Unit
3
4
5
7
10
11
12

Lesson
2 (b), 3 (b), 5 (b), 6 (b)
5(d)
1(a), 3(a)
1(a), 4(a)
3(b), 4(b)
2(b), 3(b)
2, 3

PARAGRAPH:
 Your school library.
 A school magazine
 Environment pollution
 A book fair
 A good teacher/your favourite teacher
 International Mother Language Day
 The life of a day laborer.






A moonlit night.
A Rickshaw Puller
A traffic jam
Coronavirus

E-MAIL:
 An email to your friend describing about your aim in life.
 An email to your father about the preparation of coming SSC Examination.
 Write an email to your friend telling him the importance of physical exercise.
 An email to your friend consoling his father’s death.
 An email to your friend describing what you want you would like to do after SSC Exam.
 An email to your friend describing the annual prize giving ceremony of your school.
 An email to your friend advising him to read newspaper.
 An email to your friend telling him to spend summer vacation in your village
 An email to your friend thanking him for his birthday gift.
 An email to your friend thanking him for his hospitality.
 An email to your friend congratulating for his brilliant result.





Write an email to your friend wishing him for the new year
Write an email to the mayor for vaccination
Write an email to the manager to inform admission procedure

DIALOGUE:









A dialogue about preparation for the examination
A dialogue about importance of mobile phone
A dialogue about benefits of early rising
A dialogue about uses and abuses of Facebook
A dialogue about importance of tree plantation
A dialogue about aim in life
A dialogue about being a member of a library
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A dialogue about city and rural life
A dialogue about eradicating illiteracy from Bangladesh
A dialogue about how to do well in the examination.
A dialogue about importance of learning English
A dialogue about importance of reading newspaper
A dialogue about the importance of physical exercise
A dialogue about unfairmeans in the examination

STORY:
 The happy cobbler …………………………………………..
 An honest wood cutter…………………………………
 A hare was very proud of her speed……………………………
 The town of Hamelin became full of rats …………………….
 Once a lion was sleeping in a forest…………………………
 Once upon a time there was a king called Midas …………..
 Once there was an old man who had five sons …………………
 Where there is a will, there is a way
 A liar shepherd boy _______
 The greedy farmer _________________________
 The scholar and the boatman
 King Lear and his daughters
 Who’ll bell the cat?
 A friend in need is a friend indeed
SSC EXAMINATION 2022
ENGLISH SECOND PAPER
CURRICULUM VITAE:
 A CV for the post of a lecturer of English.
 A CV for the post of Probationary Officer in a Bank.
 A CV for the post of a medical representative.
 A CV for the post of an Accounts Officer.
 A CV for the post of a Sub Editor.
APPLICATION:
 An application to the headmaster for enhancing library facilities
 An application to the headmaster for excursion/study tour
 An application to the headmaster for multimedia classroom
 An application to the headmaster for a seat in the school hostel.
 An application to the headmaster for a transfer certificate /testimonial.
 An application to the headmaster for remission of delay fine/financial help/full free studentship.
 An application to the chairman for repairing damaged road/bridge.
 An application to the headmaster for setting up a debating club/ an English Language club.
 An application to the headmaster for setting up a computer club.
 An application to the headmaster for setting up a common room / canteen.
PARAGRAPH:












The national flag.
A winter morning
Tea stalls.
Early rising.
A street hawker
Water pollution
A rainy day
Tree plantation
Load Shedding
A Road Accident

The suggestion bears no certainty to get 100% common in public examination.
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